Program title: Dungeons & Dragons Club
Program description: Calling all DnD recruits, veterans. Whether you’re new to this group storytelling game or looking
for others to play: come on in to the library to join in on the fun. Adventure awaits.
Materials needed:
A Dungeon Master (DM)
5-7 other players (depends on DM and level of players)
At least 2 sets of DnD Dice. One set should contain:
D4, D6, D8, D10, D00, D12, D20
Grids & Figures (not necessarily needed—visuals are nice
though! Also depends on the DM.)
Access to laptops, smartboard. If you choose not to go
this route, you may want to print out materials ahead of
time. Please see program outline for details.

Below are print materials that are highly recommended.
These come in multiple editions (5th is the latest, also
called 5e, and is perhaps the most mainstream besides
4e). Links provided are available 5e in the catalogue.
DnD Player’s Handbook
DnD Dungeon Master Guide
DnD Monster Manual
Hint: These materials are well-sought-after.

Campaign or adventure materials (can be found online,
bought, or created by DM)
Estimated cost: Varies.
Program Outline:
Dungeons and Dragons (DnD or D&D) can be intensive for those that have never experienced it before. It is a good idea
to do your own research first before dipping your feet into this phenomenon. DnD is essentially an in-person, group
storytelling game where one narrator (Dungeon Master or DM) and other players with their custom-created characters
are participating in the DM’s campaign (story). New-ish groups with new players are recommended to only have 6 max.
as DnD is entirely turn-based (much like how you would play a board game). Information on content can easily be
accessible online, or from the player handbook, dungeon master guide, and monsterom 2-4 hours, though some
sessions are longer, the more complex the campaign/adventure is. Campaigns or adventr guide. Because of the nature of
DnD, players should be present for each game session, which could be anywhere fures can take anywhere from 4 hours
or more to complete… this depends on the story and the DM.
Before you are to begin the program, you (the librarian) should sit down with your DM (if this isn’t you) to talk about
rules and guidelines. Most of the time, your DM will be a teen or a young adult. This program can essentially be a
teen-run program if it isn’t run by you. It is extremely helpful if you can get a teen/young adult to DM for you and let it
be a teen-run project. 😊
Below is a guideline for your first run at D&D Club. Of course, you should adjust it to your needs for your group or
groups. Who knows? If all goes well, you may find yourself with multiple D&D groups running at different times or the
same time! Let it be known: only one DM per campaign. If a DM starts a campaign or adventure, they should probably
be the one to continue and finish that campaign or adventure (highly recommended). That being said… just because
someone can act as a DM doesn’t mean that they will always be a DM: sometimes you just want to play the game!
Projected breakdown for this program assuming weekly occurrence:
Week # (Program length)
1 (up to 2 hours)

What’s happening?
Introduction to Dungeons and Dragons
Character Creation

2 (up to 2 hours)

3 (up to 2 hours)
4 (up to 2 hours)

Introduction to Dungeons and Dragons, part II
Character Creation, part II
Campaign/Adventure Start
Campaign/Adventure Continues
Campaign/Adventure Ends

Introduction to Dungeons and Dragons—this is where your research will come in handy. Players should know the basics
on how the game will be run, rules of gameplay (including what DM is able to do), what’s allowed in the
campaign/adventure, etc. Talk with your DM on what sort of campaign/adventure is to be used: will the DM be coming
up with the campaign/adventure on the spot and as the game is progressing, or will they be using a pre-made campaigns
and adventures available online and/or in other print materials? If your DM will be coming up with their own material:
make sure they know their stuff. For example, what flavor of fantasy will the campaign/adventure be: heroic fantasy,
sword and sorcery, epic fantasy, mythic fantasy, dark fantasy, intrigue, mystery, swashbuckling, war, etc.? Do they know
the campaign world(s)? If not: perhaps it is time to consult the Dungeon Master’s Guide.
Players should know… to be successful: lots of reading is involved. Lots of participation on their part is involved.
Character creation can be done at D&D Beyond, found here. Creating characters at this website is perhaps the easiest if
your players have access to a computer with internet connection. The only downside is that players will have to create
an account on Twitch if they do not have one already. Players need to have an account to create a character. An
alternative to this is printing out the character creation worksheet (5 pages each) and using the print materials to create
a character.
Once characters are created, your DM is all set to play the game: you’re good to go to start the adventure or campaign.
Players should remember that they are their own characters, so when they play, they are using first-person singular.
DM’s are essentially narrators/facilitators of the adventure or campaign. They decide whether you get to roll your
associated dice (this will make since with character creation) to see whether the player’s chosen action during any
encounter will work or not work, etc. DM’s can essentially make the player’s adventure or campaign difficult or super
easy. The player’s goal is to come out of the adventure or campaign unscathed or to their own satisfaction. The DM can
have their own agenda: whether it be to make the player’s game truly difficult, or for everyone to have a “happily ever
after” ending.

Side notes:
The majority of this program idea was written in the midst of pre-planning/pre-concept. My DM and I pretty much
followed this model thoroughly… with the twist that we started our very first campaign group with 4th edition. About
6-8 months worth of playing, we adopted 2 new DMs and are planning on starting 3 groups, all running their own
individual campaigns, same night, same time bracket. Our first ever D&D night-- we had close to 30 individuals (from
complete beginners to D&D to veteran players) come with the interest of playing. It was overwhelming! While some
adventurers decided that D&D was just not something for them-- many of our current adventurers have been with us
since the very beginning, and some have simply moved on to join other campaigns that worked better for their schedule
(with promises that they will return later).
D&D is by no means “easy” if you’re new to the game… because it is so vast. There is almost always some level of
planning involved, whether you are a player or a DM. It’s purely about cooperating with your group members, practicing
good listening skills, and (most definitely) about having fun.
D&D currently happens at Toledo Lucas County Public Library’s West Toledo Branch twice a month, on a Thursday,
between 5PM to 7:30PM.

Questions? Comments?  Joyce.Fong@toledolibrary.org Twitter: @JFong512

